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Study of fusion regimes in an inertial electrostatic confinement device
using the new eclipse disk diagnostic
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New diagnostics are required to understand the physics operation of an inertial electrostatic
confinement �IEC� device. In an attempt to understand the fusion source regimes within the IEC
device, a new diagnostic called the eclipse disk has been introduced. This diagnostic was used to
exploit the byproduct protons’ energy difference between the deuterium-deuterium �D–D� and
deuterium—an isotope of helium with two protons and one neutron �D– 3He� reactions to study the
contributions of the protons generated from various source regimes. These source regimes are
divided into five categories namely: converged core, embedded, beam background, volume, and
wall-surface sources. The eclipse disk diagnostic has provided the first confirmed evidence that
D– 3He reactions are predominantly embedded reactions. It has been observed that at the present
operating power levels �6–10 kW� most of the D–D reactions occur in the volume of the chamber
caused by the charge exchanged neutrals, and the converged core contribution is significant only for
D–D reactions. Since the branching ratio for the proton and neutron generation in a D–D fusion
reaction is �50%, it is inferred that the proton to neutron count ratio is a better parameter to monitor
than either proton or neutron counts measured alone while studying the source regimes. This
parameter may also be used for studying the potential wells within the cathode grid. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2200289�
I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike magnetic confinement and inertial confinement
�laser, ions� fusion concepts, inertial electrostatic confine-
ment �IEC� relies on the electrostatic field acceleration of
ions to high energies for the generation of fusion.1–4 Though
this device has been known for over four decades, little was
done after 1975 and until the early 1990s.5–7 Several differ-
ent versions of this concept are currently under investigation
at various research institutes around the world.8–10 This
device has been investigated using several different
diagnostics,11,12 but is not yet completely understood. Due to
the renewed interest in the near term applications of this
device,13 a continual effort is being made to improve both the
diagnostics and the experimental methods to understand this
device. In the present paper we introduce a new diagnostic
called the eclipse disk specifically to study the various modes
of fusion within an IEC device. This diagnostic, as the name
suggests, operates by eclipsing portions of the fusion reac-
tion regime, allowing us to study the uneclipsed region inde-
pendently.

Ions produced through electron impact ionization of the
ambient gas inside the IEC chamber are subsequently accel-
erated toward the negatively charged central grid and gain
fusion relevant energies. There are several modes by which
fusion is known to occur in an IEC device �as illustrated in
Fig. 1�, namely, the following:
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�1� Converged core �beam-beam�.10

�2� Embedded �beam-target�.10

�3� Volume source �charge-exchange-neutral�.10

�4� Beam-background reactions that occur near and inside
the cathode.

�5� Wall-surface reactions �charge-exchange-target�.

In the converged-core mode, the ions converge inside the
central grid and form a dense core. The streaming ions inter-
act and cause fusion, primarily in the central region of the
cathode. This is the most preferable mode of fusion produc-
tion as the beam target is plasma and not the grid. The life of
the system can be prolonged and the system efficiency would
be optimized, if most of the reactions occurred in this mode.

The embedded source reactions occur between acceler-
ated ions and those trapped in the wire. These reactions oc-
cur on the outer surface layers of the grid wire because the
range of the 100 kV 3He+ ions in the W-25%Re is only
�0.25 �m. This mode is least preferable, as this mode leads
to the erosion of the cathode grid and reduces the life of the
system.

The volume source reactions occur everywhere inside
the IEC device. In this mode the energetic ions charge-
exchange with the background gas and the resulting fast neu-
trals undergo fusion with the neutral gas inside the chamber.
These reactions are also preferable, but they reduce the effi-
ciency of the device as the ions lose their energy to the
charge exchanged neutrals even before falling through the
full potential.

The beam-background reactions occur principally be-
tween the recirculating ions near the central grid and the
background gas. Because a Child-Langmuir like electrostatic
© 2006 American Institute of Physics1-1
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potential prevails in the plasma, the ions gain most of their
energy close to the central grid and as these ions recirculate
they run into background gas and cause fusion. These reac-
tions are more preferable than the volume source, but less
preferable than the converged core source as the ions still
lose energy through collisions with the neutral gas.

The wall-surface reactions occur between the atoms
trapped in the surface layers of the chamber walls and the
charge-exchanged neutrals. Although the wall-surface reac-
tions appear to be not so significant �at the present power
levels�, it is speculated that at higher power and longer run
times, the 3He concentration trapped in the surface layers of
the chamber walls would increase, especially if the chamber
is made of stainless steel, and could potentially form station-
ary targets to the charge exchanged neutral deuterium atoms
streaming outward and thereby cause fusion to occur on the
wall surface. These reactions are preferable when compared
to embedded reactions as these reactions erode the chamber
walls and not the cathode, through sputtering.

Depending on the fuel, chamber pressure, power level of
operation, and the kind of ionization source used, each of
these source modes becomes important. For instance, at low
pressures, the converged core and the embedded reactions
dominate, but at higher pressures, the volume source domi-
nates. Various fusion reactions �first and second generation
fuels� shown in Table I for comparison. The difference in the
energy of the protons released from the D– 3He and the para-
sitic D–D reactions that occur alongside D– 3He reactions
�shown in Table I� are used to understand the various source
regimes and are reported in the subsequent sections.

FIG. 1. Various fusion source regions in an IEC device.

TABLE I. Key fusion reactions.

First generation fuels:

D+T→n�14.07 MeV�+ 4He�3.52 MeV�
D+D→n�2.45 MeV�+ 3He�0.82 MeV� �50%�

→p�3.02 MeV�+T�1.01 MeV� �50%�
Second generation fuel:

D+ 3He→p�14.68 MeV�+ 4He�3.67 MeV�
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II. ECLIPSE DISk DIAGNOSTIC

There are two ways by which the fusion regimes can be
studied: In the first method, the diagnostic measuring the
fusion rate �e.g., a Si detector� focuses on a particular region
of interest, while the second method involves blocking off
the region of interest and measuring the fusion rate from the
unblocked region. The difference between the fusion rates
measured with and without blocking the region of interest
gives the fusion rate from that region. Since it is much easier
to block the region of interest, a new diagnostic known as
Eclipse disk was developed.14 This diagnostic is so named
because the disks manufactured using aluminum foil
�0.5 mm thick� eclipse the region of interest in front of the
proton detector �the region between the eclipse disk and the
far wall�.

Three different disks—large �4.0 cm diameter�, interme-
diate �2.4 cm�, and small �1.1 cm� were used for the experi-
ment shown schematically in Fig. 2. For the volumes
blocked by each of these disks and the two dimensional 2D
area projected at the center of the cathode calculations see
Ref. 15. These eclipse disks can be positioned before the
proton detector by rotating a lever from outside the chamber.
The eclipse disk masks all the D–D fusion protons generated

FIG. 3. A double peak is observed when D– 3He fuel is used in conjunction
with an intermediate eclipse disk. The energy referred to in the Si detector
measurements is the energy deposited into the detector, not the actual par-

FIG. 2. Schematic of an eclipse disk diagnostic mounted on a port of the
IEC chamber. Figure not to scale.
ticle energy.
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between itself and the far wall; it is this volume that forms
the region of interest. It is important to note that no fusion
reactions occur in the region between the eclipse disk and the
proton detector since this disk stops all the ions and the
charge exchanged neutrals from entering this region. Also,
the concentration of the embedded 3He in the eclipse disk is
very minimal. This is because the recirculation 3He ion cur-
rent is very small, and most of these ions get embedded on
the cathode surface.

A disadvantage associated with this technique is that the
eclipse disks are not highly selective; in other words they
block more than the regions of interest. For instance, if the
large disk is used in front of the proton detector to block the
central grid, it not only blocks the contributions of the em-
bedded fusion from the wires and the converged core, but
also the volume source behind and in front of the central grid
that falls in the masked region; see Fig. 1. Nevertheless, this
technique can still be used to study the fusion regimes, as
explained later.

Another interesting aspect of these disks �at the chosen
thickness of 0.5 mm� is that they do not completely block the
energetic D– 3He protons, but only attenuate their energies.
These attenuated protons show up as a different �shifted�
energy peak in the proton energy spectrum, such as shown in
Fig. 3. This is an important consequence of the eclipse disk
because an independent confirmation of the protons coming
from a region of interest is obtained from this shifted peak.

FIG. 4. As the initial energy of D– 3He protons decreases, it deposits more
energy into the 700 �m thick Si detector up to a maximum of 10 MeV
�Bragg peak�, beyond which the proton deposits lesser energy.
ownloaded 29 Dec 2006 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to 
The eclipse disk blocks most of the D–D protons �a few
make it through the unmasked region�, but it allows through
all the D– 3He protons from both the unmasked and masked
portions. However, those coming from the masked portion
show up as a second peak in the proton energy spectrum; see
Fig. 3. This is because the detector has a Bragg peak re-
sponse, as shown in Fig. 4. As the D– 3He protons lose en-
ergy, the amount of energy they deposit increases up to the
Bragg peak value, which in the present case for the 700 �m
thick Si detector is 10 MeV, beyond which the energy de-
posited would once again begin to decrease.

Figure 5 shows the D– 3He proton scatter that causes the
protons to ultimately deposit more energy into the detector.
As the protons pass through the eclipse disk, the energy dis-
tribution on the exit end of the Al foil �calculated using the
Monte Carlo SRIM code16� appears, as shown in Fig. 6.

As observed from Fig. 7, the protons have lower energy
upon exiting the detector, and hence these protons would
have deposited more energy �difference of energy peaks
from Figs. 6 and 7� into the detector thus showing up at a
higher energy level as the shifted peak in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Several experiments were performed using the eclipse
disk diagnostic. In one set of experiments all three disks
mentioned previously were used, as shown in Fig. 8 �where
the view through the detector port with various disks is also

FIG. 5. Scattering of the D– 3He pro-
tons as they pass through �a� Al
�0.5 mm thick� and �b� Al�0.5 mm�
+Pb�25 �m�+Si detector �700 �m�;
the Al disk is shown close to the Pb
foil but is, in fact, 51 cm away from
the Pb foil; hence some of the scat-
tered protons could be lost before they
reach the Pb foil.

FIG. 6. Energy distribution of the 14.7 MeV protons �exiting the 0.5 mm
thick Al disk� calculated using SRIM. Also see Ref. 15.
AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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illustrated�. The results of these experiments performed with
D– 3He fuel mixture is shown in Fig. 9 �also see Ref. 17�

When D– 3He fuel is used in an IEC device, parasitic
D–D reactions always occur alongside the D– 3He reactions.
This aspect has been exploited in the present set of experi-
ments to isolate and understand the contributions of the vol-
ume, embedded, and converged core regions. Figure 9 also
shows the approximate volume eclipsed by each of the disks.
The no eclipse case �as illustrated in Fig. 8� is normalized to
100% and all the other counts are relative to this value.
When the large eclipse disk is used, this disk eclipses 19% of
the volume visible to the proton detector �the total unmasked
volume, Fig. 1�, and as a result of this, more than 90% of the
D–D protons are blocked. With the intermediate disk that
eclipses 7.7% of the volume, 86% of the D–D protons are
blocked �14% shows up at the detector�. With the small disk
that eclipses just 0.26% of the volume, about 63% of the
D–D protons are blocked �37% shows up�; this indicates that
D–D reactions are predominant in the core region of the IEC
device. The offset disk data that still eclipses 0.26% of the
volume further supports this, as it was observed to block
only 22% of the D–D reactions �78% shows up�. In order to
understand the D– 3He reaction contributions a comparative
study is performed later.

FIG. 7. Energy distribution of the protons exiting the Si detector in Fig.
5�b�.

FIG. 8. �1� Unobstructed view through the detector port. �2� Large disk
eclipsing the entire cathode. �3� Intermediate disk eclipsing the cathode. �4�
Small disk eclipsing the core of the central grid. �5� Offset small disk eclips-

ing an arbitrary region of the cathode.
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The fusion occurring in each of the source regimes
�tabulated below�, contribute a certain percentage to the
overall fusion rate detected by the Si detector. The 74% D–D
proton counts from the converged core means that this
source regime contributes 74% of the total protons detected
by the Si detector. The total contributions of each of the
source regimes are tabulated in Table II.

As shown in Fig. 10 a comparison of the D–D reactions
with D– 3He reactions shows several new features. The large
disk blocks most of the D–D reactions and almost all of the
D– 3He protons. The D– 3He protons that get through the
eclipse disk shows up as a shifted peak, Fig. 3�a�; some
D– 3He protons are, however, lost, as they are scattered away
by the eclipse disk. This suggests that most of the D– 3He
reactions are contributions of either the converged core or
the embedded reactions. Experiments with the small eclipse
disk described below was used resolve the two contributions
�converged core and the embedded source� for the D– 3He
reactions.

The intermediate disk blocks 55% of the D– 3He protons
and approximately 48% show up as the shifted proton peak.
With the small eclipse disk, only 10% of the D– 3He protons
are blocked, and even with the offset disk only 8% of the
protons are blocked. Hence the D– 3He reactions are domi-
nated by the embedded reactions. This is the first confirmed
evidence that D– 3He reactions are predominantly embedded
reactions in a gridded IEC device.

Although the fraction of 3He ions is small �due to the
Penning ionization effect18� in the D– 3He mixture, those
ions that survive quickly embed themselves on the surface of

TABLE II. Fusion source regime contributions to the overall proton rate
detected by the Si detector. The error in these contributions is ±2%.

Fusion source regime DD D– 3He

Converged core 20%–22% 5%–7%

Embedded 5%–8% 93%–96%

Volume 67%–70% Negligible

Wall surface Negligible Negligible

FIG. 9. Typical D–D proton count variation �integrating over all energies�
with eclipse disks in an IEC device with D– 3He fuel at 100 kV, 30 mA.
Also see Ref. 17.
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the cathode grid wires forming stationary targets for the on-
coming deuterium ions. Another independent experiment
performed using solid targets19 provided further evidence
that the D– 3He reactions are embedded �beam-target reac-
tions� in nature.

A. Eclipse disk scan experiment

The set of experiments described in this section is an
extension of the offset small eclipse disk experiment de-
scribed earlier, wherein the small disk is scanned all the way
across the central grid in small increments, as shown in Fig.
11. The area blocked by the disk in each position overlaps
with the previous area, but there is no overlap between alter-
nate disk positions, as shown in Fig. 12.

Proton and neutron data are recorded at each position of
the disk; Fig. 13 shows the plot of protons/s vs position of
the eclipse disk at various voltages, using D–D fuel. It is
observed that the protons/s converge at position 5, showing
that converged core contributions exist for D–D reactions.
The magnitude of the proton rate �protons/s� increases with
voltage because the ion energy �and hence the reaction cross-
section� increases with voltage; see Fig. 14.

B. Effects of voltage and pressure on the fusion
convergence

The proton rate shows the convergence �more protons
produced in the core� as the disk scans the central grid. In-

FIG. 10. The percent of protons detected by the detector corresponding to
each of the eclipse disks.

FIG. 11. Pictures taken through the detector port of the small disk at various
locations. The bright light in the background comes from the filament elec-

tron source in the far end.
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terestingly, when the protons are normalized to 1, the proton
counts show a regular structure, and even more interesting is
the fact that other than the counts at 40 kV, all the counts
seem to show a dip at the position �2� in Fig. 15. If only half
the grids were scanned �assuming symmetry�, this dip could
be easily mistaken to be a double well structure. Some care-
ful studies20 of the double well structures in an IEC device
have overlooked this aspect and may be a cause of concern.
The statistical variation in the operational parameters could
cause such anomalous structures in Fig. 15.

The neutron data is independent of the position of the
disk and would increase or decrease with the total number of
D–D protons because the branching ratio for the D–D reac-
tions is very close to 50%, as shown in Table I. Any changes
in the neutron counts may be caused due to variations in any
of the following: grid temperature, chamber pressure, drifts
in grid voltage, and/or drifts in current. These factors would
also affect the protons, but proton and neutron counts would
follow each other for D–D reactions. Hence a new parameter
�proton count to neutron count ratio� is proposed in the next
section.

C. Proton/neutron count „P/N… ratio

If the total number of proton/s �P� from the D–D reac-
tions were divided by the �simultaneously recorded� total
number of neutrons �N� from D–D reactions �D– 3He reac-
tions do not produce neutrons, and the protons are of much
higher energy; see Table I� at a given position of the disk,
then the variation of this parameter �P/N ratio� with the po-
sition of the disk would be a true indicator of any anomalous
behavior of the protons generated in the central grid region.

The P/N ratio assumes a constant calibration factor, i.e.,
constant contributions from each type of source with voltage

FIG. 12. There is �50% overlap between two consecutive disks �red �1�
and blue �2��, but not between every other disk position �in red �1� and �3��.
FIG. 13. D–D protons/s at various voltages versus position.
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and current. This is supported by the observation that the
fusion rate observed from various regions using the eclipse
disk changes linearly with voltage and there is no significant
deviation from the relative proportions at various voltages up
to 100 kV, beyond which experiments were not performed.

Figure 16 is a plot of the neutrons/s vs position. The
counts are not constant during a given scan and show some
statistical variations. These variations are present, although
not apparent in the proton counts in Fig. 15. Hence, a P/N
ratio would normalize the statistical variations during the
experiment. Neutron counts tend to track the statistical varia-
tions just as do the protons, and hence a ratio of the two
would normalize any statistical variations.

Although pressure normalized proton data was used for a
proton collimation study in the literature,3 the P/N ratio
should be preferred because it accounts for all the parameters
that vary during the experiment �not just the pressure�.

Figure 17 shows the P/N ratios normalized to the maxi-
mum value in a particular scan �at a constant voltage� versus
position at various voltages. Figure 17 shows that there is no
significant improvement in convergence with voltage. The
overall reaction rate increases but the relative number of re-
actions that occurs in the core of the device remains rela-
tively constant. The dip that we had seen earlier at position 2
no longer exists in the P/N ratio scan and is concluded to be
an artifact of the experiment, created by the variation in the
parameters such as chamber pressure, drifts in the cathode
voltage, and drifts in the cathode current.

FIG. 14. Fusion reaction rate versus ion temperature.
FIG. 15. Normalized D–D proton counts versus position at various voltages.
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The error bars for Fig. 17 are generated by dividing the
maximum proton count ��original�counts+sqrt�counts�� by
minimum neutron counts ��original�counts−sqrt�counts�� at
a particular voltage. Furthermore, there is negligible error in
the x direction because the eclipse positions are repeatable.

There is �50% overlap between consecutive disk posi-
tions, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and it is evident from Fig. 17
that the converged core boundary lies between positions 5
and 6, where the number of counts masked is the maximum.
Since the counts do not return to the maximum value as in
position 4, the converged core is still eclipsed in position �7�

Approximating the volume eclipsed by the small disk to
be a cylinder15 of diameter 1.1 cm, the upper limit of the
diameter of the converged core is the separation distance of
the overlap regions shown in Fig. 12, it seems that the size of
the converged core diameter is less than 0.55 cm.

D. Conclusions

With the development of this new eclipse disk diagnos-
tic, a new understanding of the source regimes within the
IEC device has been made possible. Eclipse experiments
�with D– 3He fuel� revealed that a converged core exists for
the D–D reactions and not for D– 3He reactions �is negli-
gible�. Such a converged core is small ��0.55 cm� compared
to the cathode grid diameter �10 cm�. D– 3He reactions are
predominantly embedded reactions because the large disk
masks out only 19% of the volume but shields out �90% of

FIG. 16. D–D neutrons/s at various voltages versus position.
FIG. 17. Normalized �P/N� ratio versus position at various voltages.
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the fusion protons. The wall-surface contributions for both
D–D and D– 3He reactions are minimal at the present power
levels.

While the D–D protons deposit all their energy �after
losing some to the Pb foil� into the Si detector, the D– 3He
protons deposit energy only partially. The proton to neutron
ratio is a better parameter to monitor �especially when D–D
fuel is used� while studying the fusion sources as the proton
to neutron branching ratio is 50% for D–D fusion. This is
especially true while attempting to measure potential wells
using proton rate generation. Further research is required to
resolve the contributions of the beam-background reactions
from the rest of the source regimes.
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